BREAK THE CHIMNEY
KRIS KRINGLE
Spoiled Syrian boy brags about having nicest bomb shelter in neighborhood

As usual, the Travesty Fact of the Week.

Travesty Fact #25: Getting coal for Christmas is actually the best thing because they’re just future diamonds.
Scientologist girl saving herself for Xenu

LOS ANGELES—Vehemently refusing to abandon her spiritual state at all earthly costs, scientologist Tomantha Cranshaw stated that she will be saving herself for Xenu. “Sure I would love to get it on, but there are average earthing guys pale in comparison to our beloved ruler of the Galactic Confederacy,” said Cranshaw, who is currently cut out of Xenu’s supposed display at her bedside. “When he finally escapes from his prison planet and returns to Terraeq, I’ll be warm and ready.” As of press time, Cranshaw could be seen perusing the internet for L. Ron Hubbard blow-up dolls.

Family not as invested in son’s birthday as Chili’s employees

ATASCOCITA, TX—Despite plentiful gifts and being surrounded by family, it had become clear that Ben and Mallory Garza, the parents of now 10-year-old Eric Garza, were not as invested in their son’s birthday as the employees of Chili’s. “When he finally escapes from his prison planet and returns to Terraeq, I’ll be warm and ready.” As of press time, Cranshaw could be seen perusing the internet for L. Ron Hubbard blow-up dolls.

Cavaliers opt to watch Lebron commercials instead of practicing

CLEVELAND—On Wednesday morning, members of the Cleveland Cavaliers collectively decided to watch commercials featuring Lebron James instead of practicing. “Yeah, I can’t even do this anymore. I’m tired of watching commercials featuring Lebron James.” As of press time, Cranshaw could be seen perusing the internet for L. Ron Hubbard blow-up dolls.

Birth day notification reminder man to remove Facebook friend

BROOKLYN—After receiving a Facebook notification for the birthday of an estranged high school colleague last week, local middle-aged auto repairman Phil Bishop wasted no time in unfriending the man. “I haven’t talked to this jawn in, like, twenty years, so feel me. Why? All I gonna do is post a dinkt splitt-up yon newsfeed!” wondered Bishop as he shook his fist menacingly at his 2004 Gantway. “I didn’t even sit around with this one for any sunshine in my glory days. I don’t need to see the pictures of his ski band tour the Florida keys or a test alone and asked reporters to not tell either of his moms about this article.

Native American teen wakes up to sticky dreamcatcher

BROOKLYN—Following a very relaxing night of sleep, 13-year-old Ahote Smith, woke to find his dreamcatcher unusually sticky. “I’ve always been told that dreamcatchers are meant to catch bad dreams. The thing is, though, the dream I had last night was not a bad dream. It was a very, very good dream,” Smith confessed as he studied patiently the residue that covered the object his grandmother made for him when he was born. “I feel like I discovered a lot about myself last night. Maybe this is what grandma was talking about when he told me about Vision Quests.” As of press time, Smith installed a lock on his bedroom door so he could study for a test alone and asked reporters to not tell either of his moms about this article.

Point: You mean so much to me. I will be with you forever.

I can still remember the first time I laid eyes on you. I was but a boy, just a child, and yet I knew it was you. The way you described with allowances to a zone, but in time, zones will fade. They are bound to our world, our place in the physical world, at the whim of corruptions. Your love for me will be everlasting, just as an infinite life of a God. In you, I have found myself. I am sown, Torn, Dead, I am free. Without you I am nothing. Be still with me now.

Counterpoint: Dad, it’s 3 A.M. Please get out of my room in the morning.

I don’t know how to say this respectfully, but you really got to get out of the shit. I know your heart is in the right place and all, but this is the third time this month you’ve stumbled in here reeking of sushi and booze. You can’t just eat a bunch of raw fish and then try to knock off my own XIX bed every time you get lonesome. Men’s not coming back, alright? Get a grip, and maybe have a shave and run a comb through your hair while you’re at it. Also, please show up to work on time tomorrow. I’m not going to call you for this again. And by the way, the kind of oral sex can’t be healthy for my psyche. If this happens again, I’m gonna have more precautions than you can count to places you can’t go by the time I’m 15. That’s a goddamn promise. I love you.

8-year-old chess champion unable to outflank kidney punches

AUSTIN—Tensions boiled over on a cold, winnowed playground Tuesday as 8-year-old chess champion Billy Stevens was unable to outflank the kick-back punches to the kidney from several sadistic classmates. “If this were chess I would have been able to guard myself with a swift Albin Countergambit, and then bring my rook forward as back up. But it isn’t chess. It’s painful reality,” Stevens said, who has already had more than his fair share of chess pieces shoved in various orifices throughout his body during his short life. “Like being trapped in the middle of a Barcza System, I was in a real pickle. Well, heck… a pickle would have been more useful to me in this fight than my chess skills.” As of press time, Stevens has reportedly been trying to apply the tactics used in an Alekhine’s Defence to our beloved ruler of the Galactic Confederacy,” said Cranshaw, who is currently cut out of Xenu’s supposed display at her bedside. “When he finally escapes from his prison planet and returns to Terraeq, I’ll be warm and ready.” As of press time, Cranshaw could be seen perusing the internet for L. Ron Hubbard blow-up dolls.

Biden paid Obama

Whataburger

Advertisers paid Venmo

Thanks for the info!

Steve Jobs paid Tapac

Good new album! It's lovely here in Belize!

Rick paid Phi Kappa Delta

Dues. I put in extra, please don’t piddle me tonight.

George Bush paid Osama Bin Laden

Here’s some cash, get your own breast milk. Jack paid Randy

Candy! Wait a dilemma is $10 right? Nich White Guys paid Descendants of Farmer Slaves

Reparations

Federal Government paid GM and AIG

Let us know if you need any more, my sweeties
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Winter Break, The Game!

1. **Christmas**
   - Gift guide
   - Watch National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation
   - Get Christmas candles
   - Eat chocolate and gingerbread cookies
   - Choose up and down gifts for santa
   - All gifts are from Kohl’s — act surprised

2. **Hanukkah**
   - Puzzle out of craps before Uncle’s embrace
   - All gifts are from Kohl’s — act surprised
   - Hanukkah shopping
   - Visit Dad

3. **Thanksgiving**
   - Skip Thanksgiving to get an early place in line on Friday
   - Sneak girlfriends into funniest photo despite

4. **New Year’s Eve**
   - Repurpose a menorah into
   - New Year’s resolutions
   - Drop New Year’s weight
   - Go to Benny’s

5. **New Year’s Day**
   - Human Trafficking
   - MLK Day Eve
   - “You are free at last!”

6. **Finish**
   - Black Friday
   - Sale!

---

**Rules**

- This game is intended for ages 7-16 and 21+
- When you roll a 5, don’t forget to kiss the cousin to your left
- Borrowing game money from family members results in three avoided phone calls per annum
- Before the game starts, give your half-brother the hug he needs as good sportsmanship

---

**Doubletruck**

- Cut Out Pieces!
Islamic militant just not in mood to make terror today

MOSUL, IRAQ—In an undisclosed mountainous region, Islamic militant Ab- dul Al-Sahad is reportedly just not in mood to make terror today. “I make terror yesterday. I make terror day before yesterday, and whole week before that. I make terror every day, and am growing weary of the mundanity. I could really use just one day off to make relax,” said Al-Sahad, a member of ISIS, while pulling the covers up over his head. “I didn’t make much sleep last night, either. Have you ever tried firing an AK-47 on less than three hours sleep? It is not easy.” As of press time, Al-Sahad remains in his bed, snugled up next to a blood-soaked infidel body pillow.

Nation’s grandmothers need you to eat something, you’re so skinny

FREDERICKSBURG, TX—This holiday season, grandmothers throughout the nation have rallied together to let you know that you need to eat something because you’re so skinny.

“Really, take another scoop of green bean casserole. How are you going to grow up big and tall if you don’t eat?” said your grandmother during Thanksgiving dinner while scooping thirds of turkey, sweet potatoes, and pecan pie. “Really, dear, have some more rolls at least. Your clothes are just falling off you!” As of press time, grandmothers throughout the nation continued to drop subtle hints that your mother has not been feeding you enough or taking care of youproperly.

Wine connoisseur not getting hint of anything

PHILADELPHIA—Tell¬ing reporters that he is deeply concerned about the dull¬ing of his wine tasting skills, 32-year-old wine connoisseur Ryan Fishman confirmed that he is just not getting a hint of anything anymore. “I always considered wine my passion, but after the past few months, I just don’t know anymore. This merlot used to have hints of raspberry, chocolate, and smoke even. Now, just nothing,” Fishman texted to a friend who has not responded to anything from him in over five months. “I can’t wait to go wine tasting whenever he gets back to me. I need to hone my palate, and there’s no better way to do that than to talk about wine with good friends. I’m sure he’ll get back to me. He’ll get back to me.” At press time, sources confirmed Fishman bought tickets for a movie he was not invited to while struggling to enjoy a vintage cabernet sauvignon.
...it's a weekend, and I'm in this HEB alone, makes me feel lonelier than ever. How a low-stress, productive activity,” Wallow said, staring in awe at an adorable couple as public settings. “I thought coming to this HEB for a little grocery shopping would be...
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